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Abstract
Graph based models are used for tasks with increasing size and computational demands. We present a
method for studying graph properties from the point of view of a downstream task. More precisely, the
method allows a user to precisely select the resolution at which the graph in question should be coarsened.
Our method builds on an existing algorithm for pretraining on coarser graphs, HARP. We extend both
main parts of the algorithm in order to observe the effect of graph coarsening to model quality on a fine
level. We present a general framework for graph coarsenings, providing two alternative algorithms based
on graph diffusion convolution and evolutionary algorithms. Additionally, we present a novel way for
un-coarsening the reduced graph in a targeted way based on the confidence of downstream classification
for particular nodes. Together, these enhancements provide sufficient detail where needed, while collapsing
structures where per-node information is not necessary for high model performance. Our method is a
general meta-model for enhancing graph embedding models such as node2vec. We apply the method
to several datasets and discuss the differing behaviour on each of them. Furthermore, we compare the
proposed coarsening schemas.
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1. Introduction
Across a wide variety of applications and domains, graphs emerge as a domain-independent and
ubiquitous way of organizing data. Consequently, machine learning on graphs has, in recent years,
seen an explosion in popularity, breadth and depth of both research and applications. While there
have been significant advances in algorithms for learning from graph data [1, 2], the structure
of the underlying data has, until recent works [3, 4], received much less attention. In this work,
we investigate graph structure, in particular its granularity, in the context of quality of graph
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embedding, subsequently reflected in the quality of the downstream task relying on that embedding.
The importance of such an investigation follows from the importance of the quality aspect for the
downstream tasks.
Typically, an application of machine learning to graphs has two phases: representation learning,

which maps the graph into a Euclidean space, and a downstream task, such as classification,
regression, or clustering. The first phase has very high computational demands, which can be
substantially decreased with graph coarsening. However, it is known that there is an interplay
between coarsening and the quality of embedding [5, 6], which in turn entails an interplay between
coarsening and the quality of the downstream task.
Our work builds on the HARP [7] method for pretraining on coarsened graphs. In HARP, a

graph is repeatedly coarsened and the coarser graphs are then used in reverse order (from coarsest
to finest) to pre-train a graph representation learning algorithm. While HARP itself works with
and modifies the graph structure, this is not the main interest of its authors and it does not include
any adaptation to the quality of the obtained result as the authors focus more on the representation
and classification accuracy for the original graph. In our work, we modify and generalize the
HARP framework to closely study the relationship between graph coarsenings and graph quality in
terms of the performance of a downstream task. In our particular case, we chose transductive node
classification as the final task, however, the presented algorithms are general graph representation
learners that can be utilized for a wide variety of tasks.
The main contributions of this paper are the general framework for graph coarsening and

extensions of the HARP algorithm. We extend both main parts of the algorithm in order to
observe the effect of graph coarsening to model quality on a fine level. We present two alternative
graph coarsening schemes based on graph diffusion convolution and evolutionary algorithms.
Additionally, we present a novel way for un-coarsening the reduced graph in a targeted way, based
on the confidence of downstream classification for particular nodes. This method maximizes
performance under limited graph size.
In the next section, related work is discussed, with the exception of HARP, which is the basis

of the reported research, therefore is addressed in detail in Section 3, together with our proposal
how to extend it into a general framework for graph coarsening. Section 4 is the core of this work,
presenting our extension of the prolongation step, as well as several proposed alternative graph
coarsening schemes. Finally, all proposals are experimentally verified and compared in Section
5.

2. Related work
The publications most relevant to our research are [7], in which the HARP approach is proposed,
and [8], in which graph coarsening is performed by means of graph diffusion. Because we directly
extend, modify or combine those methods, they will be explained in detail in Sections 3.1 and
4.2.2. Other important works concerning graph coarsening are [5, 9, 10], which survey numerous
coarsening methods, [11], which presents results concerning scalability or graph coarsening, and
[12] which shows relationships of graph coarsening to properties of the Laplacian. In view of
the fact that the HARP approach, which we extend and modify, is a multilevel approach, we paid
attention also to the multilevel graph coarsening methods proposed in [13] and [14], the latter



being also inspired by HARP. Also of note is the recent work [15] which presents an alternative
coarsening approach for planar graphs and [16], which studies a trade-off similar to the one in
this work from a different point of view and with different models.
In a broader context, our research is related to the more general topic of graph reduction, which

apart from graph coarsening includes also graph sparsification. A general framework covering
both coarsening and sparsification has been proposed in [17]. Elaboration of graph coarsening
methods in machine learning can built on several decades of succesful application of their main
kinds, such as pairwise aggregation, independent sets, or algebraic distance, in numerical linear
algebra [9].

3. The HARP framework
In this Section, first, a brief overview of the HARP framework for graph coarsening [7] is presented,
followed by our analysis of the properties of graph coarsenings in general.

3.1. HARP

HARP is a method for improving the performance of graph representation learning (i.e. graph
embedding) algorithms such as DeepWalk [18], node2vec [19], or, in general, any algorithm that
produces embeddings as a distinct output. The method is a combination of dataset augmentation
and pre-training based on the general principle that graph-based models train more efficiently on
smaller graphs and can thus be pre-trained on a coarsened representation of the graph at hand.
Moreover, the coarsened graphs are able to approximate the global properties of the original data,
enabling the representations to better encapsulate such a global structure. In an overview, the
method consists of the following steps:
Consider an undirected graph G with nodes V (G) and edges E (G). The aim of the graph

coarsening part of the algorithm is to generate a sequence of graphs G0, G1, G2, . . . , GL where
G0 = G and L ∈ N is a hyper-parameter of the method. In this sequence, each graph Gi is
generated from the graph Gi−1 by coarsening it – lowering the number of nodes and edges while
preserving in some sense the general structure of the graph. Following [7], let ϕi denote the
mapping of Gi−1 such that Gi = ϕi (Gi−1).

1. Dataset augmentation. The graph G is consecutively reduced in size by the application of
several graph coarsening schemas. In each step, the coarsened graph can be viewed as an
ever coarser representation of the graph data and its global structure. This step can be run
ahead-of-time to produce the resulting coarsened graphs G0, G1, . . . , GL.

After all the coarsened graphs are pre-computed, the method itself can be executed by repeating
the following steps on the graphs from the coarsest to the finest (i.e. from GL to G0):

2. Training on an intermediary graph. The graph embedding model is trained on Gi,
producing ΦGi , an embedding of the graph in a Euclidean space.

3. Embedding prolongation. The embedding ΦGi is prolonged from the current graph to
one that is one step closer to G0, yielding ΦGi−1 . This embedding is used as the starting
state for training on Gi−1.
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Figure 1: An overview of the HARP processing pipeline with one level of coarsening

These steps are repeated until ΦG0 is computed. While the training step of this schema is
a straightforward application of one of the aforementioned embedding algorithms to Gi, the
particular details of the coarsening and prolongation steps are further explained in Sections 4.1
and 4.2.1.
The first step is independent of the rest of the computation and can be done ahead of time. The

last two steps can be seen as a form of pre-training for the model that is to be learnt on the original
graph. The whole HARP pipeline is demonstrated in Figure 1.

3.2. Properties of graph coarsenings

The HARP framework presents a particular way of producing coarsened graphs. In general,
however, we would like to describe any coarsening of a graph in order to be able to explore the
set of all coarsened graphs to study the properties of both the applied algorithms, as well as the
underlying data.
To properly describe the set of all coarsenings, some assumptions are made about what con-

stitutes a coarsening. In our work, we define a coarsening as a set C ⊆ E (G), i.e. a subset of
edges of the original graph. The graph H = ϕC (G) obtained by applying this coarsening to G
is constructed from G by contracting all edges in C1. This description of a graph coarsening is
inspired and builds upon the work [20], which is why it differs from the weaker definition of a
graph reduction as selecting a subset of nodes and edges [11, 12].
Under such a definition of a graph coarsening, the set of all coarsenings of a graph G forms a

complete bounded lattice with the partial order

ϕC1 ⪯ ϕC2 ⇐⇒ C1 ⊆ C2
The least element (bottom) of this lattice is the coarsening ⊥ = ϕ∅ where ⊥ (G) = G. The
greatest element (top) of this lattice is the coarsening ⊤ = ϕE(G), where ⊤ (G) is a graph in
1Whether to allow parallel edges to arise from this operation is left to the user.



which there is a single node for each connected component in G. In ideal conditions, to study the
effect of graph coarsenings on its quality (viewed through the lens of a downstream task), one
would exhaustively study this lattice. In practice, such an exhaustive search is computationally
infeasible. With a method such as HARP, one can view the coarsened graphs produced by the
method as a kind of “path” through the set of all coarsenings - the individual coarsenings represent
one way of navigating the lattice with such a path forming a chain between ⊤ and ⊥.

4. HARP extension for flexible performance-complexity
balancing

Graph-based methods such as node2vec typically have a large number of parameters – on the
widely used OGBN-ArXiv dataset (see [21]), the state-of-the-art node2vec model has over 21
million parameters. At the same time, recent works in the domain of graph learning have started
to focus more heavily on simpler methods as a competitive alternative to heavy-weight ones (see
[22, 23]). As the authors of [7] observed, HARP improves the performance of models when fewer
labelled data are available. The proposed lower complexity models based on HARP could also
improve performance in a setting where only low fidelity data are available for large parts of the
graph. Coarser models could be trained on them, with a subsequent training of finer models using
only a limited sample of high fidelity data.
In this work, we extend the general HARP framework to study the preformance-complexity

characteristics of graph data. To this end, we propose alternatives to both the coarsening as well as
the prolongation step of HARP. First, in Section 4.1, we replace the simple prolongation approach
by an adaptive prolongation algorithm. Second, in Section 4.2, we study two alternative ways of
coarsening the graph.

4.1. The adaptive prolongation approach

In standard HARP, once the coarsened graphs are obtained, the way to train the graph embedding
is fairly straightforward. Starting with the coarsest graph, an embedding model such as node2vec
is trained for a given amount of training epochs. Following that, a step to a graph that is one level
finer is made. The embedding learned on the immediately preceding coarser graph is prolonged
to the embedding of the following finer graph, in which the representations of merged nodes are
copied and reused. Then, with this prolonged embedding as the starting state, the embedding
algorithm continues training and this process is repeated until reaching the original graph.
While this style of prolongation is fine when HARP is used only as a means of pre-training, this

approach is far too crude when studying the relationship between graph complexity and the quality
of graph embedding and subsequent downstream applications. For example, the widely-used Cora
dataset [24] has in its original form 2708 nodes, while the graph resulting from one application of
the HARP coarsening schema has only about 1100 nodes (exact numbers may differ run-by-run).
Such a relatively high reduction ratio effectively prevents any sufficient understanding of the
relationship between graph reduction and changes in the quality of its embedding.
In order to offer a more fine-grained observation of the graph complexity and its effect on the

downstream task, we present the adaptive prolongation approach. This algorithm works with the



pre-coarsened graphs produced for example by HARP, however, the embedding is learned in a
different manner.
The adaptive prolongation approach (Algorithm 1) uses the pre-computed coarsened graphs as a

way to progressively increase the number of nodes with which the embedding is trained. However,
its iterations of embedding training and prolongation are decoupled from the pre-computed
coarsened graphs. Instead, in each step of the training, the current embedding is used to train a
node classifier that guides which nodes should be prolonged. The node classifier is equivalent
to the one which is to be eventually used for the downstream task and is trained on the same
training subset of graph nodes. A measure guiding the prolongation is to be produced using this
classifier – ideally, only the nodes where the classifier performs the worst should be prolonged.
To this end, the confidence of the classifier for each node is used. To measure such confidence,
entropy of the output of the softmax layer for each node is used – this represents the amount of
uncertainty in the classifier for each node. For each node, starting with nodes with the highest
entropy, the pre-computed coarsenings are searched for edge contractions involving the node, with
preference for contractions from later steps of the repeated coarsening (corresponding to coarser
graphs). A given number of such edge contractions is selected and undone in each prolongation
step, gradually advancing from the coarsest graph to the original, finest one.

4.2. More general approaches to coarsening

While the adaptive prolongation approach substantially generalizes the original method into a
powerful tool for studying and leveraging graph structure and its properties under a coarsening,
it still relies on the pre-computed coarsenings to guide the prolongation process. Moreover, the
general coarsening schema described in Section 3.2 and its variants described in this Section are
useful even beyond the specific methods proposed in this work. In this Section, we first present
a brief overview of the coarsening algorithm as proposed by [7], followed by two alternative
proposals for coarsening construction.

4.2.1. HARP coarsening

The authors of [7] introduce two particular coarsening methods that together realize the function
ϕi from Section 3.1 – edge collapsing and star collapsing. Edge collapsing is a very simple
method – out of all the edges E (G), a maximal subset E′ is selected randomly such that no two
edges from E′ are incident on the same node. Then, each edge in E′ is contracted.
The edge collapsing algorithm is a good general way of lowering the number of nodes in a graph,

however, some structures are not easily collapsed by it. An example of such a structure is a “star”
– a single node connected to many other nodes. To coarsen graphs with such structures effectively,
the star collapsing algorithm is proposed. For each such hub node u in order of decreasing degree,
its unconnected neighbouring nodes are taken and merged pairwise. All edges incident on such
nodes are replaced with edges incident on the corresponding newly created nodes. As in edge
collapsing, nodes to be merged are selected in such a way that no node is merged twice.
These two approaches are combined, with each HARP coarsening step being a star collapsing

step followed by an edge collapsing step. Of a particular note is the fact such a coarsening scheme
is not in agreement with the definition presented in Section 3.2. The star collapsing algorithm



Algorithm 1 Adaptive prolongation
Require: G ▷ The original graph
Require: ei+1 ▷ The previous embedding
Require: ytrain ▷ Training labels
Require: replacement_maps ▷ A list of records of all the original graph coarsenings
Require: np ▷ The number of nodes to prolong
Ensure: merges_to_prolong ▷ A list of node merges to be prolonged (“undone”)
Ensure: new_replacement_maps ▷ Updated coarsening records without the prolonged merges

node_order ← get_node_order(G, ei+1,ytrain, replacement_maps)
merges_to_prolong ← select_nodes(node_order, np, replacement_maps)
new_replacement_maps← undo_merges(replacement_maps,merges_to_prolong)

function get_node_order(G, ei+1,ytrain, replacement_maps)
e
temp
0 ← use replacement_maps to fully prolong the current embedding ei+1 to G
model← train_downstream_model(etemp0 ,ytrain)
entropy_per_node← H (predict(model, node)) for each node ∈ V (G)
return V (G), sorted in descending order by entropy_per_node

end function

function select_nodes(ordered_nodes, np, replacement_maps)
selected_merges← {}
for node ∈ ordered_nodes, until |selected_merges| = np do

merge← resolve_merge(node, selected_merges, replacement_maps)
Ifmerge ̸= null, addmerge to selected_merges

end for
return selected_merges

end function

function resolve_merge(node, already_selected_merges, replacement_maps)
merge← null
for replacement_map ∈ replacement_maps from finest graph to coarsest do

merge_candidate ← find in replacement_map a merge that affects node, if not
found, continue with next replacement_map

if merge_candidate ∈ already_selected_merges then
return merge

end if
merge← merge_candidate
Applymerge to node, so that in the next loop, a subsequent merge may be selected

end for
return merge

end function



merges nodes that are adjacent to a common hub node, however, these nodes need not be connected
by an edge. In our previous work [25], we experimentally verified that the star collapsing algorithm
can be replaced by a similar algorithm that merges nodes adjacent on a hub node with the hub
node itself. Such a replacement modifies the HARP coarsening scheme to be in line with the
definition presented in Section 3.2.

4.2.2. Graph diffusion coarsening

Our definition of a graph coarsening requires choosing some edges from the original graph.
Intuitively, one way of constructing a graph coarsening would be to merge nodes which are similar
and therefore no significant amount of information is lost due to such a coarsening. Following
both of these premises, we propose a coarsening based on Graph Diffusion Convolution (GDC)
[8] algorithm. GDC is a general graph transformation which, in an overview, constructs for a
given graph a new edge set, represented by a so-called sparsified generalized graph diffusion
matrix ˆ, which would, in the original setting of the method, be used as a replacement for the
adjacency matrix of the graph. To apply this algorithm as a way of coarsening the graph, the edge
set obtained by GDC is intersected with the edges of the original graph and the resulting edges
contracted in the graph, i.e.

C = E
(︁
Gˆ

)︁
∩ E (G)

using the notation of a general graph coarsening presented in Section 3.2.
In principle, the authors of GDC define the generalized graph diffusion matrix

=

∞∑︂
k=1

θkTk (1)

such that the power series converges. The parameters θk together with the generalized transition
matrix T define the exact way in which the diffusion is achieved. Among the choices for T is
the random walk transition matrix Trw = AD−1 and the symmetric transition matrix Tsym =

D− 1
2 AD− 1

2 where D is the diagonal matrix of node degrees. Two special cases of this general
schema are the Personalized PageRank algorithm (PPR) [26] and the heat kernel [27]. The result
of most diffusion processes (including PPR and the heat kernel) is a dense matrix , which then
needs to be sparsified. In GDC, two methods of sparsification are considered – thresholding the
matrix values and selecting top-k entries for each column of the matrix. After sparsification,
the transition matrix is normalized in a similar way as the input adjacency matrix, i.e. by rows,
columns or symmetrically, thus finally producing ˆ.

4.2.3. Evolved coarsening

The idea behind the evolutionary coarsening algorithm is to find a coarsening providing a good
trade-off between the performance and complexity of the downstream task by searching through a
space of graph coarsenings composed of elementary (atomic) coarsenings, each of which contracts
O(1) edges. This search is concluded using a simple evolutionary algorithm.
Let beAC a basis of atomic coarsenings,AC = {ψi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,K}} for someK ∈ N, where

each ψi is a function of a hyper-parameter vector θi and a graph G. For the sake of simplicity,



we will assume that in the course of an optimization run, each ψi is already partially applied to a
particular fixed value of its hyper-parameters θi and thus is a function of a graph only.
Each candidate solution x = (ji)

L
i=1 , ji ∈ {1, . . . ,K} is a sequence of L integers (genes),

where the length L depends only on the graph size. The genome encodes a transformation
ϕx = ψj0 · ψj1 · . . . · ψjL of the input graph G, where · denotes function composition.
The fitness f (x), i.e. the objective function, is the classification accuracy of the downstream

task on the graph ϕx (G).
The evolutionary coarsening algorithm is a simple genetic algorithm. The offspring population

is generated by the mutation and crossover operators. The crossover operator is a two-point
crossover. The mutation of a single gene is a uniform choice from the index set of AC. Both
the mutation and the crossover operators preserve the candidate solution length. To compute the
fitness, the graph is passed through the composite coarsening defined by each candidate solution.
The selection is a standard tournament selection.

5. Experimental evaluation

5.1. Experiment setup

5.1.1. Datasets

The proposed methods were experimentally verified on several datasets. The datasets Cora and
CiteSeer [24] were used with the “full” train-test split as in [28], as well as the Enzymes dataset
[29], where only the 100 largest datsets were selected and used for training, validation and testing
with a random 60:20:20 split. Two larger datasets were also used, the PubMed dataset [24]
containing 19 717 nodes and 88 648 edges, and the DBLP dataset [30] containing 17 716 nodes
and 105 734 edges.

5.1.2. Methodology of experiments

The hyper-parameters for both the node2vec model used for the embedding training and the
multi-layer perceptron used for downstream classification were initially set to values used in prior
art (see [21, 31]) and then manually fine-tuned for each dataset.
For the Cora dataset, the node2vec model generated an embedding into R128 from 4 random

walks of length 20 for each node with a context window of size 5. The optimizer ADAM [32]
was used with a learning rate of 0.01 and batches of 128 samples. The model was trained for 5
epochs and in each step of the adaptive prolongation, 100 nodes were prolonged, until reaching the
original graph. The MLP classifier using the embeddings featured 3 linear layers of 128 neurons
with batch normalization after each layer. Each layer was normalized using dropout [33] with the
rate of 0.5. Finally, a linear layer was used for the class prediction. ADAM with a learning rate of
0.01 was used for 30 epochs of training with the cross-entropy loss function. Dataset features
weren’t used for the classifier training as the aim of this work is to compare the embeddings. The
experiment was run 10 times end-to-end and results averaged. For other datasets, the overall
design of the experiment was identical, with the only difference being in the values of some
hyper-parameters. Additionally, for the Enzymes datasets, the results were not averaged across



Table 1
Hyper-parameter values used for different datasets

Hyper-parameter Cora CiteSeer Enzymes PubMed DBLP

Embedding dimension 128 32 16 64 32
# of random walks 4 5 40 3 2
Random walk length 20 20 10 40 20
Context window size 5 5 5 20 5
Node2vec learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Node2vec batch size 128 128 8 128 128
Node2vec epochs 5 7 2 1 1
# of prolonged nodes 100 150 300 1000 800
# of MLP layers 3 3 3 1 3
MLP hidden layer width 128 256 32 128 256
Dropout rate 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
MLP learning rate 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
MLP epochs 30 80 100 300 300
# of runs 10 10 1 10 10

multiple runs, but across testing graphs instead. The hyper-parameter values for all datasets are
listed in Table 1. The experiments were implemented using PyTorch [34] and PyTorch Geometric
[31].

5.2. Evaluation of the adaptive approach

In order to study the effect of the adaptive prolongation, the adaptive prolongation method was used
to assess the performance of downstream transductive classification at different coarsening levels.
A node2vec model as described in the previous Section was trained with adaptive prolongation
based on coarsenings pre-computed by the HARP coarsening algorithm as described in Section
4.2.1. For each prolongation step, the intermediary embedding was afterwards fully prolonged to
obtain an embedding of the original graph G (as that is the only graph for which authoritative
labels are available). A classifier was then trained with this embedding as input. This setup allows
us to compare classification accuracy at each step of the adaptive prolongation. Figure 2 shows
the results of this experiment, compared with a baseline node2vec model (that is, without any
coarsening or prolongation) that was trained for the same number of epochs as the total epochs of
the adaptive model over all prolongation steps.
The behaviour of the model somewhat differs between the used datasets. For each dataset, the

model starts from a very low performance, which quickly rises as the model trains for several
prolongation steps. Themodel trained on CiteSeer attains performance comparable to the reference
model when approximately half of all nodes are available to it. On the other hand, with Cora, the
model slowly approaches the reference model for the whole duration of training, only reaching
comparable performance at a point where nearly the whole graph is available to it. Models trained
on the two larger datasets, DBLP and PubMed, exhibit a substantially different behaviour. Both
models reach a local maximum at around 14% of the graph, followed by a slight decline and
gradual approach to the baseline. This suggests a global structure in the data, which the model
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Figure 2: Downstream classifier accuracies at different steps of adaptive prolongation using the basic
HARP coarsening algorithm. Dashed line shows the baseline node2vec model accuracy. The node
count is taken relative to the total node count in each dataset. The results are averaged over multiple
runs, with the solid line representing the mean and the shaded area denoting one standard deviation.

learns at the point of the local maxima. After that point, this global structure may be obscured
due to noise in the added data. The Enzymes dataset is substantially different yet again, with
only small performance gains with increasing number of nodes available, however, the results
contain a lot of noise, as the algorithm performace varies greatly over the different testing datasets
for both the baseline as well as the adaptive prolongation approach. Of a particular note is the
relatively decent accuracy even after the first prolongation step. Given the properties of the graph
coarsening, this may suggest correlation between node labels of the individual graphs, which
would indeed make even the coarsest step have a decent performance.
To further study the model properties, the Friedman two-way analysis of ranks was used, with

the Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple hypotheses testing. The hypotheses tested were that
the resulting accuracy is the same from the k-th decile of the node count to the full graph, with
tests for all possible values of k. The hypotheses were tested against the 20 testing graphs from
the Enzymes dataset, as well as Cora, CiteSeer, DBLP and PubMed. None of the hypotheses
were rejected by the test at the 5% level of significance. We attribute this mainly to the Enzymes
dataset, which introduces a lot of noise into the data.

5.3. Comparison of coarsening approaches

To compare the proposed coarsening algorithms, they were trained on the Enzymes, Cora and
CiteSeer datasets. This limitation is due to the GDC algorithm, which constructs a dense matrix S
as part of the process, which is computationally demanding. There exists an approximate version
of the algorithm, however, it is currently not implemented for the chosen combination of diffusion,
normalization and sparsification methods. An extension of this approximate solution to cover all



Table 2
The atomic coarsening functions

Set C of edges to contract Parameters

A random edge
A random edge incident to the highest degree node
Edges of a random triangle
The edge whose incident nodes share the highest number of common neighbours
The edge whose incident nodes share the lowest number of common neighbours
A random edge whose incident nodes are adjacent to the highest degree node
A random node of degree at least dlower and its random neighbour dlower
A random node of degree at most dupper and its random neighbour dupper
The edge whose incident nodes have the most neighbours in total
The edge whose incident nodes have the least neighbours in total
The edge whose incident nodes have the most similar k-th feature k
The edge whose incident nodes have the least similar l-th feature l
The edge whose incident nodes have the most similar features under the L2 distance
The edge whose incident nodes have the least similar features under the L2 distance
The edge whose incident nodes have the most similar set of features of 1-hop
neighbours (under the Hausdorff distance)
The edge whose incident nodes have the least similar set of features of 1-hop
neighbours (under the Hausdorff distance)

combinations of these parameters is possible, however, outside of the scope of this work.
For GDC coarsening, only the top-k sparsification method produces reliable results as thresh-

olding leads to instability in the coarsening process, either collapsing the whole graph almost
immediately, or not collapsing it at all. As for the other parameters, we followed [8] and have
chosen symmetric normalization for the input matrix and column normalization for the output
matrix. Both of the diffusion methods propsed in [8] were implemented with the recommended pa-
rameter values, that is the heat kernel was used with the diffusion time t = 5 and the Personalized
PageRank algorithm with the teleport probability α = 0.15.
For the evolutionary coarsening, the experimental evaluation was conducted with crossover

probability pcx = 0.9, individual and gene mutation probabilities pmut = pgene = 0.1, parent
population size λ = 3, tournament size ntourn = 3, and the individual length L set to 5% of the
input graph node count. The set AC consisted of 16 atomic coarsenings (Table 2). Only four of
them had hyper-parameters. These were initialized by random sampling where dlower and dupper
were sampled from a Poisson distribution with µ = 30 and k and l were sampled uniformly from
the set of all features. The evolutionary coarsening algorithm was implemented in the DEAP
framework [35].
The behaviour of the models (Figure 3) again differs substantially between the datasets. As in

the previous experiment, the Enzymes dataset contains a lot of noise and generally, the methods
behave in a similar manner, retaining decent performance even with at the coarsest levels and only
improving slightly as more data is available. At the same time, for both the Cora and the CiteSeer
dataset, a clear trend emerges where the GDC coarsening quickly outperforms the original HARP
coarsening, with PPR producing better results on Cora under heavy coarsening and both having
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Figure 3: Downstream classifier accuracies at different steps of adaptive prolongation for different
coarsening algorithms. Dashed line shows the baseline node2vec model accuracy. The node count is
taken relative to the total node count in each dataset. The results are averaged over multiple runs,
with the solid line representing the mean and the shaded area denoting one standard deviation.

similar behaviour on CiteSeer. The larger portions of the data the algorithms see, the more the
margin shrinks until it vanishes completely. This suggests that the GDC algorithm is able to better
preserve the global structure of the graph over successive coarsenings. On the other hand, the
evolved coarsening clearly performs the worst, being outperformed by all other methods.
An identical statistical test to the one described in Section 5.2 was carried out for all of the coars-

ening algorithms. Only the GDC coarsening with the heat kernel rejected the hypothesis that the ac-
curacy is the same from the k-th decile onwards at the 5% significance level, for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. The
Holm-corrected familywise p-values for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} were 0.019, 0.023, 0.027, 0.071, 0.8,
respectively. For other algorithms, the hypotheses weren’t rejected for any value of k.

6. Conclusion
In this work, the HARP algorithm was presented and generalized into an all-purpose graph
coarsening schema. A novel way of prolonging graphs in the HARP setting was presented,
yielding an adaptive algorithm that selectively prolongs the graph in a way that maximizes
performance under limited graph size. Additionaly, 3 alternatives to HARP coarsening were
presented, two based on graph diffusion and one based on evolutionary algorithms. Together,
these two improvements substantially increase the versatility of HARP, turning it from a method
for pre-training into a framework for graph reduction. Such a framework enables the study of
properties of particular graphs, making it possible to reveal global structures. The framework may
be used for lowering computational demands while preserving downstream task performance as
well.
All of the proposed methods were experimentally verified. While the behaviour differs between

the graphs studied, in general, our experiments reveal that at about 50% reduction in node count, the
accuracy was still reasonably close to the accuracy on a full graph on most datasets. Additionally,
the coarsenings based on graph diffusion were shown to outperform the original coarsening, again



with the exact difference depending on the particular dataset.
In future work, some parts of the proposed method may be substantially simplified. This

applies mostly to the adaptive coarsening schema, where a surrogate metric could be used to
guide the prolongation, instead of evaluating the downstream task, which may be prohibitively
computationally expensive. Our work-in-progress [36] explores this direction in the setting of
direct adaptive coarsening, instead of a fixed coarsening followed by adaptive prolongation. A
similar simplification may be applied to the evolved coarsening, where a surrogate fitness function
may also substantially lower computational costs. Regarding the proposed alternative coarsening
schemas, hyper-parameter optimization techniques such as grid-search could be used to fine-tune
the methods. For the evolved coarsening, encoding the coarsening parameters into the population
will make the algorithm less sensitive to the initial settings with the added cost of increasing the
dimension of the optimization task. Of interest is also comparison of different choices of genetic
operators as well as a multi-criterial optimization with an additional criterion defined, e.g., as the
reduction ratio of the input graph size.
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